INTRODUCTION
============

Social behavior is the cornerstone of our daily life and the society. Unfortunately, social dysfunctions are commonly observed in many neuropsychiatric disorders, including autism, schizophrenia, social anxiety disorder, and depression ([@R1]--[@R3]). Both human and animal studies have implicated the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) as a key brain region in the control of social interaction behavior ([@R4]--[@R6]). To date, however, the prefrontal neuronal and network mechanisms responsible for social interaction remain elusive.

Cortical network activities underlying normal animal behaviors crucially depend on an exquisite interplay between excitation and inhibition. Consistently, disruption in excitation/inhibition balance within mouse mPFC has recently been shown to cause profound social deficits ([@R6]). In line with this finding, decreases in cortical inhibition are routinely found in animal models of schizophrenia, autism, or depression ([@R7]--[@R10]). Abnormalities in cortical γ-aminobutyric acid--releasing (GABAergic) interneurons (INs) have been commonly observed in neuropsychiatric patients with shared social impairments ([@R11], [@R12]). Together, these studies strongly suggest that maintaining proper inhibition within mPFC neuronal network is essential to ensure normal social interaction.

Synaptic inhibition within cortical microcircuitry is mediated by a large diversity of GABAergic INs ([@R13], [@R14]). This diversity essentially contributes to the ability of the cerebral cortex to perform complex operations through multiple circuit wiring strategies such as feedforward inhibition, feedback inhibition, and disinhibition ([@R15]--[@R17]). However, we know little about the functional differentiation among cortical IN subtypes and their resultant network computations in the control of social behaviors. Particularly, it is not known whether different IN subtypes contribute differentially to social interaction, and what kind of prefrontal network activities that they generated is important for appropriate social interaction. Answers to these questions are crucial to understand how mPFC regulates social interaction, behavior. Moreover, they are helpful to know precisely what impairment in circuit elements could cause social deficits associated with neuropsychiatric disorders.

In the present study, we found distinct firing patterns and manipulation effects of two major populations of prefrontal GABAergic INs, parvalbumin (PV) INs and somatostatin (SST) INs, during social interaction in mice. In addition, social interaction closely correlated with elevated gamma rhythms of the prefrontal local field potentials (LFPs), particularly at low gamma band (20 to 50 Hz). These results reveal distinct roles of PV INs and SST INs in prefrontal network computations for top-down control of social behavior. In addition, our data suggest a critical dependence of social interaction behavior on mPFC low gamma rather than high gamma rhythms.

RESULTS
=======

Identification and recording of mPFC neurons in freely moving mice
------------------------------------------------------------------

To explore the mPFC neuronal correlates of real-time social interaction, we used chronic electrophysiological recordings in adult male mice. Specifically, mice were implanted with microdrives containing four to eight adjustable tetrodes aimed at the mPFC, and spiking activities were recorded in freely moving animals (fig. S1A). On the basis of spike features, we first classified the well-isolated neurons (218 from 13 mice) into narrow-spiking (NS; *n* = 44; trough-to-peak duration, 280 ± 11 μs) putative inhibitory INs and wide-spiking (WS; *n* = 174; trough-to-peak duration, 454 ± 3 μs) putative pyramidal neurons (fig. S1, B to D). Cortical inhibitory INs are highly heterogeneous, of which fast-spiking PV (FS-PV) INs represent the largest population exhibiting landmark features of narrow-spike waveform and high discharge rate. On the basis of these features, we further classified putative inhibitory INs into FS-PV INs and non-FS NS neurons ([@R18]).

Optogenetics allows precise in vivo identification of a genetically defined population of neurons ([@R18], [@R19]); therefore, we also measured the spiking activity of FS-PV and SST INs with optrodes consisting of one optic fiber surrounded by multiple tetrodes ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For optical tagging of PV- or SST-expressing INs, we delivered Cre-inducible adeno-associated virus (AAV) carrying the gene for channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2-mCherry) into the mPFC of PV-Cre ([@R20]) or SST-Cre ([@R21]) knock-in mice, respectively. Histological examination revealed an efficient and selective expression of ChR2 in PV INs (83% of PV-immunopositive neurons expressed ChR2-mCherry, 110 of 132 neurons; 97% of the ChR2-mCherry--expressing neurons were also PV immunopositive, 103 of 106 neurons; *n* = 3 mice; [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and SST INs (89% of SST-immunopositive neurons expressed ChR2-mCherry, 93 of 104 neurons; 90% of the ChR2-mCherry--expressing neurons were also SST immunopositive, 99 of 110 neurons; *n* = 3 mice; [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Blue light stimuli (470 nm, 0.08 to 1.35 mW, 1 to 2 ms) at high frequencies (20 and 40 Hz) were applied at the end of each recording session. Single units exhibiting reliable light-evoked spikes (spike probability, \>90%) with short latencies (PV, 1.96 ± 0.03 ms; SST, 4.55 ± 0.60 ms) and low spike jitters (the SD of spike latency; PV, 0.62 ± 0.12 ms; SST, 0.85 ± 0.18 ms) were identified as PV or SST INs (PV, *n* = 14; SST, *n* = 15; [Fig. 1, D to I](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, and fig. S2). Moreover, light-evoked PV or SST spikes were consistently followed by action potential suppression of WS neurons recorded on the same tetrode ([Fig. 1, J and K](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), demonstrating robust temporal control of inhibitory INs upon surrounding principal cells. To compare inhibitory potency and temporal feature caused by PV IN and SST IN activation, we quantified WS neuronal firing suppression with multiple measurements. First, to quantify the magnitude of the overall WS firing suppression, we measured the firing frequency of WS neurons before (Pre rate) and after (Post rate) light stimulation and calculated a suppression index as (Pre rate − Post rate)/Pre rate. We found that WS firing suppression index is significantly larger upon PV than SST IN activation \[PV IN activation: 0.50 ± 0.01 (*n* = 22); SST IN activation: 0.39 ± 0.02 (*n* = 25); *P* \< 0.0001, unpaired *t* test\], suggesting that PV IN activation suppressed WS neurons to a larger degree than SST neurons did. Second, to know how quick the WS firing suppression took place in response to PV and SST IN activation, we measured the time point when maximal suppression (i.e., WS neuron's firing was completely suppressed) starts. We found that the maximal WS suppression happened significantly earlier upon PV IN activation than SST IN activation \[PV IN activation: 6.73 ± 0.28 ms (*n* = 22); SST IN activation: 9.92 ± 0.29 ms (*n* = 25); *P* \< 0.0001, unpaired *t* test\]. Third, to determine how long the WS suppression lasted upon PV and SST IN stimulation, we measured the duration during which WS neurons were completely suppressed. This analysis did not reveal a significant difference between PV INs and SST INs \[PV IN activation: 11.55 ± 0.32 ms (*n* = 22); SST IN activation: 11.16 ± 0.24 ms (*n* = 25); *P* = 0.32, unpaired *t* test\]. Together, PV INs had a stronger and faster inhibitory impact upon WS neurons firing than SST INs did. This observation is consistent with the well-described differential connectivity in subcellular domains where WS neurons receive PV inputs (perisomatic regions) and SST inputs (dendritic regions).

![Optogenetic tagging and unit classification of mPFC neurons.\
(**A**) Diagram showing optogenetic tagging and electrophysiological recording using an optrode. (**B**) Location of unilateral optic fiber and ChR2 expression in PV INs. PrL, prelimbic; IL, infralimbic; DAPI, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole. Scale bars, 200 μm (left) and 30 μm (right). (**C**) The same as (B) but for SST INs. (**D**) Example recording of spontaneous and light-evoked spikes from an opto-tagged PV IN. Blue ticks, light pulses (20 Hz). (**E**) Overlay of light-evoked (blue) and averaged spontaneous (red) spike waveforms from the example unit. (**F**) Raster plot of multiple trials showing spike responses to light stimuli at 20 and 40 Hz of the example unit. (**G** to **I**) The same as (D to F) but for an opto-tagged SST IN. (**J**) Raster plot of a light-activated PV IN (top) and an inhibited WS neuron (bottom) recorded from the same tetrode, both aligned to light onset. (**K**) The same as (J) but for an SST IN. (**L**) Summary of three types of mPFC neurons studied in the present study. Dark triangles, WS putative pyramidal cells (*n* = 174); blue circles, putative PV INs and opto-tagged PV INs (*n* = 27); green diamonds: opto-tagged SST INs (*n* = 15).](aay4073-F1){#F1}

PV INs identified by either tetrodes or optrodes were indistinguishable in terms of spike waveforms and spike rates; they were therefore pooled for later analysis ([Fig. 1L](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with previous studies ([@R18], [@R19]), we observed that the baseline firing frequency of both PV INs and SST INs varied in a wide range ([Fig. 1L](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To know whether this heterogeneity corresponded to their physical locations, we sorted the firing rates of PV and SST INs to their respective recording depths. This analysis did not reveal a correlation between firing frequency and recording depth for either PV INs (*r* = −0.23, *P* = 0.25) or SST INs (*r* = 0.07, *P* = 0.82), suggesting that recording depth was not a major contributing factor (fig. S1, E and F). However, note that we could not exclude the possibility that the firing frequency diversity could be partially contributed by laminar effects.

PV INs and SST INs respond differentially to social interaction
---------------------------------------------------------------

We next measured the spiking activity of prefrontal neurons in mice subjected to a three-chambered social approach task, which is widely used for testing social behavior in rodents ([@R22]). Specifically, electrode-implanted mice were allowed to explore two opposing chambers with an empty cage (neutral stimulus) or a cage containing a conspecific mouse (social stimulus), respectively ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Animal movement along the three chambers was simultaneously registered with a video tracking system to allow temporally precise correlation of neuronal activities with periods of social interaction ([Fig. 2, C, F, and I](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Firing responses of WS, PV, and SST neurons during social interaction.\
(**A**) Schematic illustration of electrophysiological recording paradigm. (**B**) Average spike waveforms of a WS (top), PV (middle), and SST neuron (bottom) recorded through four tetrode channels. Shaded areas indicate SEMs. (**C**) Heat map showing the firing rate of an example WS neuron. Warmer colors indicate higher firing rates. (**D**) Raster plot of spikes of the example WS neuron shown in (C) during five individual interactions in neutral zone (top) or social zone (bottom). (**E**) Correlation of firing rate in social zone versus neutral zone for individual WS neurons (*n* = 174). Orange and green circles indicate individual units with significantly higher or lower firing rates in social zone, respectively. Gray circles indicate neurons with no significant difference in firing rates. Inset: Proportions of WS neurons with significantly increased rates, decreased rates, or no change in rates upon social interaction (Student's *t* test). (**F** to **H**) The same as (C to E) but for PV INs. Open circles (*n* = 13) and filled circles (*n* = 14) indicate putative and opto-tagged PV INs. (**I** to **K**) The same as (C to E) but for SST INs. All circles indicate opto-tagged SST INs (*n* = 15).](aay4073-F2){#F2}

We first examined the responses of WS pyramidal population between social versus neutral chambers. The mean firing rate of a particular neuron was first plotted as a function of the location of the subject mouse in the three chambers ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To precisely determine neuronal activities when animals engaged in social interaction ([@R23]), we next quantified their discharge rates during social interaction within social and neutral zones ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). A scatterplot summarizing the mean spike rates of individual WS neurons ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) clearly revealed a mixed modulation of the pyramidal population. A majority of WS neurons maintained their activity levels upon social interaction (60%, gray dots), while a small population showed increased (26%, orange dots) or decreased (14%, green dots) firing rates ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Next, we examined the responses of PV population between social versus neutral chambers. Heat maps of the mean firing rate for individual PV IN were plotted as a function of the location of the subject mouse in the three chambers as described for WS neurons. In notable contrast to a mixed modulation property observed in WS neurons, the social zone was warmer than the neutral zone for almost all PV INs recorded ([Fig. 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating the tendency for the social stimulus to increase firing rates of PV neurons. Quantification of the mean discharge rates within social and neutral zones ([Fig. 2G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) confirmed the above observation as the majority of PV INs (74%, 20 of 27) displayed a significant increase in firing rate when test animals were actively interacting with stimulus mouse ([Fig. 2H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We found that a subpopulation of PV INs (30%, 8 of 27) also increased their firing rates as the test animals were approaching the stimulus animal. However, the proportion of PV INs exhibited increased firing rates during approach is significantly less than that during social interaction (approach: 30%, 8 of 27; interaction: 74%, 20 of 27; *P* \< 0.01, Fisher's exact test). As expected, when the test animals were leaving the social chamber, the firing rates of all recorded PV INs returned to their baseline firing levels before approaching. With fiber photometry, a recent study demonstrated an increase in PV IN activity upon social interaction in mice ([@R24]). Therefore, our results corroborate the previous study by confirming that PV INs predominantly increased their discharge rates upon social interaction at the level of single unit.

When heat maps of the mean firing rate for individual SST INs were plotted, their discharge rates seemed to be evenly distributed when the subject mouse moved around the three-chamber apparatus ([Fig. 2I](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Quantification of the mean firing rates within social and neutral zones revealed that a large majority of SST INs (93%, 14 of 15) maintained their activity levels upon social interaction ([Fig. 2, J and K](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Further analysis revealed that the spiking activity of SST INs did not change either when the test animals were approaching or leaving the stimulus mouse. To know whether SST firing in the center chamber might correspond to a preparatory phase before approaching the neutral zone or to a residual response after visiting the social zone, we also analyzed the center chamber firing rate of SST INs. First, we measured the center chamber firing rate before the experimental animal approached neutral zone and compared this center chamber firing rate to that at the neutral zone. The population results indicated that the center chamber firing rate did not significantly differ from that at the neutral zone \[center chamber: 9.96 ± 2.53 Hz; neutral zone: 10.07 ± 2.63 Hz; *n* = 15; *P* = 0.976, Student's *t* test; fig. S1G\]. Second, we measured the center chamber firing rate after the experimental animal visited the social zone and compared this center chamber firing rate to that at the social zone. Again, we did not observe a significant difference between center chamber firing rate and that at the social zone \[center chamber: 9.53 ± 2.36 Hz; social zone: 9.61 ± 2.27 Hz; *n* = 15; *P* = 0.983, Student's *t* test; fig. S1H\]. Therefore, as distinct from PV INs, the activities of SST INs did not change during social interaction.

Together, these results demonstrated that prefrontal PV INs and SST INs exhibited distinct firing patterns upon social interaction. Specifically, PV INs mostly increased their discharge rates, while SST INs predominantly maintained their activities upon social interaction.

Social interaction enhances mPFC low gamma oscillations
-------------------------------------------------------

It is well documented that PV INs play a crucial role in the generation of cortical network oscillations in the gamma band (20 to 80 Hz) ([@R25], [@R26]), which is essential for a variety of cognitive functions ([@R27]). Given that PV INs mostly increased their spiking activity upon social interaction, we wondered whether specific gamma power changes in mPFC were associated with mouse behavior of social interaction.

Therefore, we analyzed mPFC LFPs when mice performed a three-chambered social approach task. Frequency spectrogram demonstrated an apparent elevation in LFP gamma power during periods when the experimental mouse actively interacted with the stimulus mouse ([Fig. 3, A to C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Statistical analysis further revealed that a significant change in gamma power occurred specifically at low gamma frequencies (20 to 50 Hz; neutral: 0.072 ± 0.008; social: 0.106 ± 0.011; *n* = 8, *P* \< 0.001; [Fig. 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, we did not see a difference in power at high gamma frequencies (50 to 80 Hz; neutral: 0.043 ± 0.006; social: 0.047 ± 0.007; *n* = 8, *P* = 0.21; [Fig. 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, social interaction induced an increase in mPFC gamma oscillations, particularly at low gamma frequencies. To disentangle potential nonspecific activation by nonsocial stimulus, we also examined the prefrontal cortical gamma rhythms when the test animal explored a nonsocial stimulus, that is, a novel object. Specifically, the stimulus mouse was replaced with a Lego in a three-chambered novel object task, and the prefrontal LFPs were recorded when the test mouse explored an object cage or a neutral cage. In contrast to social exploration, object exploration slightly, but not significantly, increased low gamma power under our experimental conditions (20 to 50 Hz; neutral: 0.079 ± 0.006; object: 0.086 ± 0.009; *n* = 6 sites from three mice, *P* = 0.09; [Fig. 3, E to H](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results suggest that low rather than high gamma rhythms could orchestrate network computations essential for cortical control of social interaction behavior.

![Social interaction is characterized by an elevated low gamma power of mPFC LFPs.\
(**A** and **B**) Time course of mPFC raw LFP (top), band-filtered LFP (30 to 40 Hz; middle), and spectrogram (20 to 80 Hz; bottom) from a mouse exploring the neutral zone (A) or engaging in social interaction (B) during three-chambered social approach task. The time "0" refers to the onset of an interaction event. Warmer colors indicate enhanced power. (**C**) Averaged relative mPFC LFP power when test mice explored the neutral zone (black) or interacted with a stimulus mouse (red). Shaded areas indicate SEM. (**D**) Statistics of LFP power at different gamma frequency bands. Note the power at the low gamma band (20 to 50 Hz) is selectively enhanced when mice engaged in social interaction. Error bars indicate means ± SEM (*n* = 8 mice). \*\*\**P* \< 0.001, paired *t* test. (**E** to **H**) The same as (A to D) but for object interaction test. Note that there is no significant difference in LFP power between neutral cage explorations and object cage explorations.](aay4073-F3){#F3}

Inhibition of PV INs impairs social interaction
-----------------------------------------------

The strong network and behavioral correlates of mPFC PV IN activities suggest a functional role of this population in top-down control of social interaction behavior. To directly test this hypothesis, we used a pharmacogenetic inhibition method to selectively suppress the PV INs during social interaction test. Specifically, PV-Cre mice were injected bilaterally in mPFC with a Cre-dependent AAV expressing mCherry-tagged hM4D, a designer receptor activated exclusively by the otherwise inert agonist clozapine *N*-oxide (CNO). Immunohistochemical analysis showed that hM4D expression extensively overlapped with PV INs (86% of PV-immunopositive neurons expressed hM4D-mCherry, 125 of 145 neurons; 95% of hM4D-mCherry--expressing neurons were PV immunopositive, 111 of 117 neurons; *n* = 3 mice), indicating efficient and selective expression of hM4D in PV INs ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). To verify the effectiveness of pharmacogenetic inhibition, we directly measured the effect of CNO on PV IN firing in vivo in mice implanted with tetrodes. As predicted, we observed that the spike rates of putative PV INs decreased significantly following CNO administration (baseline: 27.90 ± 2.27 Hz; CNO: 14.66 ± 3.13 Hz; *n* = 6 neurons from three mice; *P* \< 0.001; [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Meanwhile, analysis of LFPs revealed a significant reduction in low gamma (20 to 50 Hz) power as well (pre-CNO: 0.109 ± 0.024; post-CNO: 0.055 ± 0.013; *n* = 6 sites from three mice; *P* \< 0.01; [Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Pharmacogenetic inhibition of mPFC PV INs impairs social interaction.\
(**A**) Location of viral infection (left) and hM4D expression in PV INs (right). Scale bars, 200 (left) and 30 μm (right). (**B**) Comparison of spontaneous spikes of PV INs before and after CNO administration. Error bars indicate means ± SEM (*n* = 6). \*\*\**P* \< 0.001, paired *t* test. (**C**) Relative mPFC LFP power upon social interaction before and after CNO administration. Shaded areas indicate SEM. Error bars indicate means ± SEM (*n* = 6 sites from three mice). \*\**P* \< 0.01, paired *t* test. (**D**) Heat maps showing the locations of an EYFP-expressing control mouse (left) and an hM4D-expressing mouse (right) following CNO administration. (**E** and **F**) Quantification of time spent by hM4D and EYFP mice in each chamber (E) or each zone (F). Note that social interaction index was significantly smaller in hM4D mice. Error bars indicate means ± SEM (EYFP, *n* = 9; hM4D, *n* = 9). \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, and \*\*\*\**P* \< 0.0001. Time in chamber or zone: two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Bonferroni multiple comparison post hoc tests; interaction index: unpaired *t* test.](aay4073-F4){#F4}

Next, we assessed mice sociability following CNO administration with a three-chambered social approach task ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). As compared to the control PV-Cre mice expressing enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP), those expressing hM4D exhibited a significant decrease in both the time spent in the social chamber \[hM4D: 303.40 ± 14.26 s (*n* = 9); EYFP: 381.33 ± 10.72 s (*n* = 9); *P* \< 0.0001\] and the social index \[hM4D: 0.24 ± 0.05 (*n* = 9); EYFP: 0.46 ± 0.04 (*n* = 9); *P* \< 0.01; [Fig. 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"})\]. A closer examination of social and neutral zones confirmed the reduced sociability as reflected as a reduction in both interaction time \[hM4D: 211.95 ± 15.62 s (*n* = 9); EYFP: 281.02 ± 14.02 s (*n* = 9); *P* \< 0.01\] and social index \[hM4D: 0.28 ± 0.06 (*n* = 9); EYFP: 0.48 ± 0.05 (*n* = 9); *P* \< 0.05; [Fig. 4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. The impairment in social behavior was not due to an alteration in locomotion or general anxiety because CNO treatment did not affect travel distance, time in center, or center entry times in an open-field test (fig. S3, A to D). To assess the specificity of the pharmacogenetic manipulation on social behavior, we also conducted an object interaction test. Following CNO administration, no difference was seen in interaction time with an inanimate object (plastic Lego) between hM4D-expressing mice and EYFP-expressing control mice (fig. S3, E to G). These results therefore revealed that inhibition of mPFC PV INs impairs normal social behavior and indicated that PV IN activity is necessary for the top-down control of naturally occurring social interaction. Note that a previous work using optogenetic technique did not observe an effect of mPFC PV IN inhibition on social approach in mice ([@R6]). This discrepancy could be due to a low transfection efficiency of halorhodopsin in PV neurons, or alternatively, it could be that only a small number of NpHR3.0-expressing PV neurons were inhibited as a result of limited dispersion of light in brain tissue.

To ascertain whether the observed social impairment was specific to PV IN inhibition or whether it was a nonselective effect due to a general reduction in cortical inhibition, we also examined the consequence of inhibition of SST INs, the second largest population of inhibitory INs in the neocortex ([@R14]). To this end, a Cre-dependent hM4D virus was bilaterally targeted to mPFC of SST-Cre mice. Immunohistochemical examination verified the efficiency and specificity of hM4D expression on SST INs (94% of SST-immunopositive neurons expressed hM4D-mCherry, 97 of 103 neurons; 92% of hM4D-mCherry expressing neurons were SST immunopositive, 159 of 172 neurons; *n* = 3 mice; fig. S4A). To verify the effectiveness of pharmacogenetic inhibition, we transduced mPFC SST neurons with both ChR2 and hM4D in a separate group of animals implanted with optrodes. As expected, we observed significantly decreased spike rates of opto-tagged SST INs following CNO administration (baseline: 5.92 ± 1.80 Hz; CNO: 3.30 ± 1.45 Hz; *n* = 5 neurons from three mice; *P* \< 0.05; fig. S4B). These data indicated successful manipulation of SST neurons by pharmacogenetic inhibition.

In contrast to the detrimental effect of PV IN inhibition, however, we did not observe a difference between hM4D group and EYFP control group in terms of either interaction time or social index irrespective of whether the chambers \[time: 357.00 ± 14.52 s for hM4D (*n* = 11) and 359.30 ± 11.50 s for EYFP (*n* = 11), *P* \> 0.99; social index: 0.40 ± 0.05 for hM4D (*n* = 11) and 0.39 ± 0.04 for EYFP (*n* = 11), *P* = 0.86\] or zones \[time: 277.90 ± 13.71 s for hM4D (*n* = 11) and 290.50 ± 12.57 s for EYFP (*n* = 11), *P* = 0.91; social index: 0.45 ± 0.04 for hM4D (*n* = 11) and 0.45 ± 0.05 for EYFP (*n* = 11), *P* = 0.99\] were analyzed (fig. S4, D to F). Consistent with no effect of SST IN inhibition on social behavior, analysis of LFPs revealed no change in gamma (20 to 50 Hz) power by CNO administration (pre-CNO: 0.091 ± 0.009; post-CNO: 0.083 ± 0.012; *n* = 6 sites from three mice; *P* = 0.31; fig. S4C). Together, these results revealed that inhibition of mPFC PV INs, but not SST INs, impairs normal social behavior and suggested that PV IN activities are specifically necessary for the top-down control of naturally occurring social interaction.

Activation of either PV INs or SST INs at low gamma frequency produces prosocial effect
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since social interaction was accompanied by an increase in PV IN firing ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and gamma power ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), we wondered whether an elevation in gamma power by synchronized activation of PV INs would have a prosocial effect. To address this issue, we injected PV-Cre mice with either ChR2-mCherry or a control EYFP virus and implanted optical fibers in the mPFC bilaterally for light delivery ([Fig. 5, A and B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We chose 40-Hz light stimulation for our experiments because social interaction enhanced spectral power specifically at low gamma frequencies (20 to 50 Hz; [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). As revealed in recordings with optrode described earlier, light stimuli effectively recruited PV INs at 40 Hz, as indicated by the reliable increase in PV IN firing following each stimulus (97 ± 1% of light pulses evoked an action potential; [Fig. 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, PV IN activation generated synchronized gamma frequency inhibition, as indicated by periodic suppression of firing in pyramidal cells ([Fig. 1J](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Besides, consistent with previous report ([@R26]), 40-Hz light stimuli induced a significant increase in the gamma power of mPFC network activities (baseline: 0.057 ± 0.013; light: 0.099 ± 0.021; *n* = 6 sites from three mice; *P* \< 0.01; [Fig. 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

![Activation of PV INs at low gamma frequency produces prosocial effect.\
(**A**) Diagram showing bilateral optogenetic manipulation in freely moving mice. (**B**) Placement of optic fibers for photostimulation of mPFC FS-PV INs in a PV-Cre mouse bilaterally injected with ChR2-mCherry. Scale bar, 200 μm. (**C**) Left: Example spectral power of LFP with (blue) and without (black) light stimuli of PV INs at 40 Hz. Shaded areas indicate SEMs. Right: Comparison of relative LFP gamma power between baseline (black) and light stimuli (blue). Error bars indicate means ± SEM (*n* = 6 sites from three mice). \*\**P* \< 0.01, paired *t* test. (**D**) Heat maps showing the locations of an EYFP-expressing control mouse (left) and a ChR2-expressing mouse (right) in a three-chambered social approach task. (**E** and **F**) Quantification of time spent by ChR2 mice and EYFP mice in each chamber (top) or zone (bottom) in the first 5-min test (E) and the second 5-min test (F). Error bars indicate means ± SEM (EYFP, *n* = 9; ChR2, *n* = 7). \**P* \< 0.05 and \*\*\**P* \< 0.001. Time in chamber or zone: two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni multiple comparison post hoc tests; interaction index: unpaired *t* test.](aay4073-F5){#F5}

We evaluated the effect of 40-Hz blue light (470 nm) stimuli on mice sociability with a three-chambered social approach task. The test consisted of two consecutive 5-min sessions, with the first session under no light stimuli and the second session under light illumination at 40 Hz, respectively ([Fig. 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, in the first session without light stimuli, no differences were found in social interaction time or social index between the ChR2 group and the EYFP control group when either chambers or zones were considered ([Fig. 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In the second session, upon light stimuli, mice in the ChR2 group displayed a significant increase in the time spent in the social chamber \[ChR2: 174.73 ± 5.84 s (*n* = 7); EYFP: 137.87 ± 8.12 s (*n* = 9); *P* \< 0.001\] and in social index \[ChR2: 0.41 ± 0.04 (*n* = 7); EYFP: 0.18 ± 0.07 (*n* = 9); *P* \< 0.05\] relative to EYFP controls ([Fig. 5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, top). This prosocial effect was confirmed in terms of both interaction time \[ChR2: 132.37 ± 5.92 s (*n* = 7); EYFP: 98.37 ± 6.84 s (*n* = 9); *P* \< 0.001\] and social index \[ChR2: 0.45 ± 0.04 (*n* = 7); EYFP: 0.23 ± 0.07 (*n* = 9); *P* \< 0.05\] when zones were analyzed ([Fig. 5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, bottom). The prosocial effect in PV-Cre::ChR2 mice was not due to an alteration in locomotor activity or general anxiety, as revealed with an open-field test (fig. S5, A to D). In addition, the effect was specific to social behavior because the same stimuli did not change the interaction time that PV-Cre::ChR2 mice spent with an inanimate object (fig. S5, E to G).

In the above social approach behavioral test, the EYFP control mice spent less time in the social chamber and social zone during the second 5 min of the test compared to the first ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), likely because of social habituation ([@R28]). Because of this time effect, there exists a possibility that 40-Hz stimulation of PV INs altered cortical function to reduce habituation to social stimuli. To clarify this possibility, we also delivered 40-Hz stimulation to PV INs from the very beginning to the very end in a 5-min three-chambered social approach task. We found that the stimulated ChR2-expressing animals spent significantly more time with stimulus mouse as compared to EYFP-expressing control animals (fig. S6, A to C). Therefore, low gamma frequency stimulation of mPFC PV INs indeed increases sociability in mice.

To determine whether the prosocial effect was associated with an increase in inhibition or an elevation in gamma rhythms, we next stimulated PV INs with a nonfixed frequency but maintained the total number of light pulses (40 pulses per second). Although the nonrhythmic stimuli reliably recruited PV INs (baseline: 21.08 ± 4.47 Hz; light: 41.98 ± 1.11 Hz; *n* = 5; *P* \< 0.05; 98 ± 1% of light pulses evoked an action potential; fig. S7A), it only caused a negligible increase in gamma (20 to 50 Hz) power (baseline: 0.056 ± 0.012; light: 0.068 ± 0.013; *n* = 6 sites from three mice; *P* = 0.10; fig. S7B). At behavioral level, the nonrhythmic stimuli produced only a slight, but not significant, increase in mice sociability (fig. S7, C to E). This result is indeed consistent with previous studies that demonstrate pharmacogenetic activation of mPFC PV INs compromised social interaction rather than produced prosocial effect ([@R17], [@R29]). Therefore, social interaction is not simply determined by the gross level of PV IN firing activities. Instead, the resultant enhancement in cortical gamma oscillations by rhythmic PV IN activation seems to play a key role.

Given that 40-Hz light stimuli of SST INs induced rhythmic suppression of WS neurons as PV IN activation did ([Fig. 1, J and K](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), we wondered whether rhythmic stimuli of SST INs could also produce a prosocial effect. To test this, we injected SST-Cre mice with either ChR2-mCherry or a control EYFP virus and implanted optical fibers in the mPFC bilaterally for light delivery ([Fig. 6, A and B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Light stimuli at 40 Hz reliably activated SST INs (94 ± 1% of light pulses evoked an action potential) and induced a significant increase in the gamma (20 to 50 Hz) power of mPFC LFPs (baseline: 0.057 ± 0.008; light: 0.077 ± 0.009; *n* = 5 sites from three mice; *P* \< 0.05; [Fig. 6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to PV IN activation, optogenetic synchronization of SST INs at 40 Hz significantly increased the time of social interaction in SST-Cre::ChR2 mice ([Fig. 6, D to F](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The effect was not associated with a change in mice locomotion or anxiety and was specific to social interaction (fig. S5, H to N). Again, when 40-Hz light stimulation was continuously delivered to mPFC SST INs during a 5-min three-chambered social approach task, the stimulated ChR2-expressing animals spent significantly more time with stimulus mouse as compared to EYFP-expressing control animals (fig. S6, D to F). In contrast, nonrhythmic light stimulation (40 pulses per second) activated SST INs (74 ± 9% of light pulses evoked an action potential) but did not increase gamma (20 to 50 Hz) power (baseline: 0.049 ± 0.007; light: 0.049 ± 0.006; *n* = 5 sites from three mice; *P* = 0.94) or sociability (fig. S8). It even reduced the social interaction index. One possibility is that nonrhythmic stimulation of SST INs disrupted the temporal fidelity of PV IN spiking and, thereby, the synaptic inhibition they provided onto pyramidal cells. The decreased temporal precision ultimately compromised the prefrontal inhibition required for normal social information processing ([@R6]). Consistently, pharmacogenetic activation of mPFC SST INs did not produce a prosocial effect in a three-chambered social approach task either (fig. S9, A to D). These results further supported the notion that the rhythmic network activities generated by synchronized activation of inhibitory INs, but not the gross inhibition per se, is important to modulate social behavior.

![Activation of SST INs at low gamma frequency also produces prosocial effect.\
(**A**) Diagram showing bilateral optogenetic manipulation in freely moving mice. (**B**) Placement of optic fibers for photostimulation of mPFC SST INs in an SST-Cre mouse bilaterally injected with ChR2-mCherry. Scale bar, 200 μm. (**C**) Left: Example spectral power of LFP with (blue) and without (black) light stimuli of SST INs at 40 Hz. Shaded areas indicate SEMs. Right: Comparison of relative LFP gamma power between baseline (black) and light stimuli (blue). Error bars indicate means ± SEM (*n* = 5 sites from three mice). \**P* \< 0.05, paired *t* test. (**D**) Heat maps showing the locations of an EYFP-expressing control mouse (left) and a ChR2-expressing mouse (right) in a three-chambered social approach task. (**E** to **F**) Quantification of time spent by ChR2 mice and EYFP mice in each chamber (top) or zone (bottom) in the first 5-min test (E) and the second 5-min test (F). Error bars indicate means ± SEM (EYFP, *n* = 8; ChR2, *n* = 11), \**P* \< 0.05 and \*\**P* \< 0.01. Time in chamber or zone: two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni multiple comparison post hoc tests; interaction index: unpaired *t* test.](aay4073-F6){#F6}

Next, we further determined whether the prosocial effect of the rhythmic network activities is frequency dependent. To this end, we stimulated PV INs at a high gamma frequency (80 Hz) since light stimuli of PV INs at 80 Hz successfully recruited PV INs (baseline: 23.11 ± 5.04 Hz; light: 86.60 ± 11.62 Hz; *n* = 5; *P* \< 0.01; 95 ± 2% of light pulses evoked an action potential; fig. S10A) and significantly enhanced spectral power at around 80 Hz (baseline: 0.020 ± 0.006; light: 0.042 ± 0.010; *n* = 7 sites from three mice; *P* \< 0.01; fig. S10B). However, in contrast to 40-Hz stimulation, light stimulation at 80 Hz did not increase the time of social interaction (fig. S10, C to E).

Together, these results demonstrated that synchronized activation of either PV INs or SST INs and the resultant enhancement in prefrontal gamma rhythms produce prosocial effect. Moreover, the prosocial effect of the prefrontal rhythmic network activities is frequency dependent and relies on low rather than high gamma rhythms.

DISCUSSION
==========

In the present study, using chronic single-unit recording with optogenetic-tagging technique, we directly measured prefrontal PV and SST neuronal activities during real-time social interaction in mice. We found that PV INs displayed elevated discharge rates, whereas SST INs maintained their activities in response to social stimuli. Moreover, the spectral power of LFP oscillations, specifically at low but not high gamma frequencies, was enhanced during bouts of social interaction. In addition, specific inhibition of mPFC PV INs, but not SST INs, with pharmacogenetics reduced low gamma power and impaired sociability. Furthermore, optogenetic activation of either PV INs or SST INs at low gamma frequency enhanced low gamma power and produced a prosocial effect. However, the prosocial effect was absent when PV INs were synchronized at high gamma frequency. Together, these results demonstrated that PV INs and SST INs function differentially in prefrontal network computations for top-down control of social behavior. Moreover, our data suggest a critical dependence of social interaction on prefrontal low rather than high gamma rhythms.

The role of mPFC IN subtypes in social interaction behavior
-----------------------------------------------------------

The complex functions of the cerebral cortex depend on neuronal circuits of highly interconnected glutamatergic pyramidal neurons and GABAergic INs. Previous studies aiming to dissect prefrontal neuronal substrate of social interaction have mainly focused on pyramidal neurons ([@R30], [@R31]). Aside from excitatory cells, there is a large diversity of cortical GABAergic INs based on differences in their anatomical features, physiological properties, and the expression of specific neurochemical markers ([@R13], [@R14]). Understanding IN diversity and its functional consequences is essential to understand cortical functions.

In rodent neocortex, PV INs and SST INs account for around 40 and 30% of total GABAergic INs, respectively, and represent the two largest populations of GABAergic INs ([@R14]). PV INs preferentially target perisomatic regions of pyramidal cells and frequently form contacts with each other both chemically and electrically ([@R32], [@R33]). In comparison, SST INs preferentially target distal dendrites of pyramidal cells and typically do not form chemical contacts with each other ([@R32], [@R33]). In addition, these two IN populations have distinct membrane properties ([@R32], [@R33]). These notable differences in neuronal structures, synaptic targets as well as membrane properties strongly suggest their functional differentiation in cortical information processing and, hence, behavioral control. Recent studies gained evidence for functional correlates between specific IN subtypes and distinct behaviors ranging from attention and working memory to fear expression ([@R17]--[@R19]). Our findings demonstrate that mPFC PV INs and SST INs play distinct roles in support of social interaction and therefore provide evidence that there is a functional differentiation among IN subtypes in social behavior.

A recent optogenetical study demonstrates elegantly that small changes in key parameters of the neuronal networks, such as spontaneous neuronal activity, could produce a paradoxical conclusion as to the computational functions of INs in auditory cortex ([@R34]). This finding raises an important concern in studies that aim to dissect causal roles of IN subtypes in cortical computations by bidirectional manipulations of neuronal activities. For the present study, for example, a lack of behavioral effect on social interaction following SST IN inhibition could be a result of low baseline activity in mPFC SST population. However, our electrophysiological recordings offered a precise measurement of neuronal spiking activities under physiological conditions and revealed no modulation effect of this IN subtype by social interaction. This observation alleviates the concern regarding possible limitations inherited from pharmacogenetic or optogenetic manipulations. Note that, in addition to PV and SST INs, there is another population of GABAergic INs expressing the ionotropic serotonin receptor 5HT3a (5HT3aR) ([@R14]). 5HT3aR INs are heterogeneous and include several subtypes, and their possible roles in social behavior are to be tested in future studies.

The role of gamma rhythms in social interaction behavior
--------------------------------------------------------

Gain-of-function and loss-of-function studies using optogenetics demonstrated that PV INs are causally involved in the generation of gamma rhythms in the neocortex ([@R25], [@R26]). In agreement with these findings, our data show that inhibition and activation of mPFC PV INs decreased and increased gamma power, respectively ([Figs. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Although PV INs have been well accepted to be essential for gamma rhythms, most recent evidence indicates that SST INs are also intimately involved in gamma rhythms, particularly at low gamma range, in the visual cortices of awake mice ([@R35]). Consistently, we found that photostimulation of mPFC SST INs at 40 Hz was sufficient to enhance low gamma power ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these findings suggest that there exist multiple inhibitory neuronal mechanisms for the generation of cortical gamma rhythms.

Rhythmic neuronal activity, particularly in the gamma frequency band, is believed to play a key role in various cognitive functions including attention, sensory perception, and working memory ([@R27]). As for social behavior, human studies with magnetoencephalography recordings also found increases in prefrontal gamma power when a subject is performing social interaction task ([@R36]). Consistently, we found increased gamma power when mice explored a social target as compared to a neutral object ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). These data suggest a sound correlation between social interaction and prefrontal gamma rhythms. Our study further demonstrated a bidirectional modulation effect of gamma power on social interaction behavior. Specifically, when gamma powers were reduced by PV IN inhibition, social interaction was compromised ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, when gamma power was augmented by synchronized activation of either PV INs or SST INs at low gamma frequency, social interaction was enhanced ([Figs. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). These data indicate a causal link between prefrontal gamma oscillations and social interaction behavior.

An excellent study by Yizhar *et al.* ([@R6]) demonstrates that elevation in mPFC excitation and inhibition balance by raising excitatory neurons' activity increases gamma power and impairs social behavior. This result seems controversial to ours but could be explained by the difference in the frequency range where gamma power enhancement was induced. Constant activation of excitatory cells results in a marked power increase at high gamma frequencies peaked at 80 Hz ([@R6]). As comparison, social improvement observed in the present study was associated with a low gamma power enhancement ([Figs. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, when PV INs were activated at high gamma frequency (80 Hz), no prosocial effect was observed (fig. S10). Given our finding that social interaction increased gamma power specifically at low (20 to 50 Hz), but not high (50 to 80 Hz), gamma range ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), the observed dependence of social interaction on low gamma rhythms is reasonable.

How could prefrontal gamma rhythms contribute to the behavioral benefits of sociability? It is hypothesized that gamma oscillations provide a means for information coding via the formation of coactive cell assemblies ([@R37]). Thus, the increased temporal precision of pyramidal firing could help relay mPFC outputs to downstream brain regions important for social interaction, such as ventral tegmental area and nucleus accumbens ([@R31], [@R38]--[@R40]).

Implications for neuropsychiatric disorders with shared social deficits
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Impairments in prefrontal gamma oscillations have been reported in a number of neuropsychiatric disorders with shared social deficits ([@R41]--[@R43]). Consistently, postmortem examinations find abnormalities in cortical GABAergic INs, particularly PV INs, in brain tissues from subjects with schizophrenia or autism ([@R11], [@R12]). In addition, functional alterations of the mPFC PV INs and aberrant gamma activities have been observed in mouse models of autism and schizophrenia ([@R7], [@R8], [@R10]). Our results demonstrate that PV activities and resultant gamma oscillations play causal roles in orchestrating the operations of local mPFC network to support social interaction behavior. On the basis of these findings, it is conceivable that deficits in mPFC PV INs interfere with the generation of proper gamma rhythms and thus prevents temporal precision of local pyramidal firing. As a consequence, pyramidal cells required for social control are not well assembled to drive downstream targets, and therefore, social dysfunctions emerge.

On the other hand, the prosocial effect of synchronized activation of PV INs at gamma frequency is encouraging ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). It points to the potential of improving sociability or curing social impairments in major neuropsychiatric disorders including schizophrenia and autism by targeting PV INs in the mPFC. A recent study demonstrates that increasing prefrontal PV IN activity rescues social deficits in a mouse model of autism ([@R24]). We found that activation of SST INs at low gamma frequency could also boost low gamma power and produced a prosocial effect ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This finding has an important clinical implication that SST INs could serve as potential targets for manipulation to improve social performance. Besides, our data indicated a critical dependence of social interaction on low but not high, gamma rhythms. This observation is also of important clinical relevance. When transcranial electrical/magnetic stimulation are used as treatment options to improve sociability, choosing low gamma stimulation frequency could be a key factor to achieve a beneficial effect.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

A brief summary is provided here. For more detailed information, please refer to Supplementary Methods. Adult male mice (2 to 4 months old) were used in the present study. All experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with the Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of Zhejiang University. Animal surgery, virus injection, immunostaining for PV/SST INs, in vivo single-unit recordings, and optogenetic stimulation were carried out as described in our previous studies ([@R17], [@R44]) and in the Supplementary Materials. Electrophysiological recordings were performed with a Plexon amplifier and analyzed offline with NeuroExplorer (Plexon, USA). For optogenetic stimulations, PV-Cre mice received stereotaxic injections of AAV viruses carrying ChR2 in the mPFC. Bilateral activation of ChR2 was performed with implanted optic fibers connected to a laser beam. For pharmacogenetic manipulation experiments, to avoid potential confounding effect of CNO metabolite ([@R45]), EYFP-infected animals received the same amount of CNO administration as hM4D-infected animals did and served as controls. Animal behaviors were video recorded and analyzed with EthoVision XT (Noldus). All data are shown as means ± SEM unless otherwise specified. Statistical analysis was done with Prism 7 (GraphPad) or MATLAB and described in detail in Supplementary Methods.
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======================
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